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We have used the CLEO-II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) to study
the inclusive production of charmonium mesons in a sample of 2.15 million BB events. We find
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inclusive branching fractions of (1.12+0.04+0.06)% for B~J/@X, (0.34+0.04+0.03)% for B~g'X,
and (0.40+0.06+0.04)% for B~y,iX. We also find some evidence for the inclusive production of
y 2, and set an upper limit for the branching fraction of the inclusive decay B~g,X of O.S% at
90% confidence level. Momentum spectra for inclusive J/g, Q', and y, i production are presented.
These measurements are compared to theoretical calculations.
PACS number(s): 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd
I. INTRODUCTION
Inclusive decays of B mesons to charmonium states
provide a testing ground for /CD calculations of quark
dynamics. The basic decay mechanism for B mesons is
the spectator diagram shown in Fig. 1(a). The dom-
inant mechanisxn for production of charmonium, how-
ever, is the color-suppressed internal spectator diagram,
shown in Fig. 1(b). Virtual gluon interactions compli-
cate this picture, leading to an "effective neutral current"
[1,2]. These gluon interactions are difficult to handle in
/CD, and alternative approaches to these calculations
[3,4] can result in significantly different predictions. Pre-
cise measurements of the inclusive branching &actions
for B-meson decays to different charmonium states pro-
vide sensitive tests of these models. Measurements of B
decays to charmonium are also important ingredients in
the study of b-quark production in hadronic interactions
[5—7]. There has been particular interest in the momen-
tum spectra for charmonium production in B decays.
Both ARGUS and CLEO have reported previously on
B decays to charmonium [8—13]. In this paper we report
on the inclusive decays of B mesons to J/Q, Q', X„and
g, where the "B"represents the mixture of B and B+
in T(4S) decays. (This mixture is expected to be roughly
equal, based on the very small mass difference between
the two mesons. ) Our B-meson data sample is approx-
imately ten times larger than those of previous studies.
Our results represent signi6cant improvements in preci-
sion for all modes investigated. The inclusive studies
reported here are complementary to CLEO-II measure-
ments of exclusive B decays to charmonium which have
recently been reported [14,15].
II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION
The data used in this analysis were recorded with the
CLEO-II detector, located at; the Cornell Electron Stor-
age Ring (CESR). An integrated luminosity of 2.02 fb
was accumulated at the T(4S) resonance, and an ad-
ditional 0.99 fb was collected at energies just below
the threshold for BB production. Because the B~J/@
inclusive measurement is systematics limited, only the
data for which the systematic uncertainties are best un-
derstood were used to study that decay mode [1.12 fb
taken at the T(4S) resonance and 0.53 fb at energies
just below].
The CLEO-II detector [16] consists of three concentric
cylindrical wire drift chambers surrounded by a time-of-
fIight system and an electromagnetic calorimeter of 7800
thallium-doped cesium iodide crystals. Surrounding the
calorimeter is a 1.5-T superconducting solenoidal mag-
net. Outside the magnet are three layers of steel inter-
leaved with muon detection chambers. In the barrel re-
gion of the detector (defined as the region where the angle
of the shower or track with respect to the beam axis lies
between 45' and 135'), the rms shower energy resolution
Iis given by bE/E = (0.35/E +1.9 —0.1E)%, where E
i.s in GeV. For photons in the energy range that is most
important for this study, the resolution is about 2.5%.
The charged particle momentum resolution is given by
(bpi/pi) = (0.0015pi) + (0.005), where pi is in GeV/c.
Event-selection criteria were optimized for T(4S)
events with B or B decays to charmonium. Events were
required to have a reconstructed vertex consistent with
the known interaction region, and to have detected vis-
ible energy greater than 15% of the center-of-mass en-
ergy. To suppress background from @ED processes we
required at least five reconstructed charged tracks. While
BB events tend to be spherical, as Bmesons produced in
T(4S) decays are almost at rest, the background con-
tinuum production of light quark pairs tends to pro-
duce two jets. Event-shape properties were therefore
used to suppress continuum background. We required
events to have a second order normalized Fox-Wolf'ram
moment (R2 —H2/Ho) of less than 0.5 [17]. We found
(2.15+0.04) x 10s BBevents which satisfied these require-
ments in the full sample, and (1.19+0.02)x10 in the
smaller sample used to study B~J/vPX.
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FIG. 1. Spectator diagrams for B-meson decays.
III. SELECTION OF J/Q AND Q' CANDIDATES
The charmonium mesons J/vP and g' were recon-
structed through their decays to e+e and p,+p, . We
also reconstructed g' through its decay to J/gm+m
The y states were reconstructed though their radiative
decays to J/vP. The small B-meson momentum at the
T(4S) provides constraints on the kinematics of decays
to charmonium which we exploited to suppress contin-
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uum and combinatorial backgrounds. The j/@ and @'
candidates were required to have momenta less than 2.0
GeV/c and 1.65 GeV/c, respectively. These cuts were
chosen to be slightly higher than the maximum momenta
for the Cabibbo-suppressed decay modes B +j-/vP(@')vr.
Because of the large amount of energy in the leptonic
decay of the j/vP and vj', low energy leptons cannot be
produced, and we imposed a minimum lepton momentum
requirement of 0.8 GeV/c in searching for charmonium
candidates.
To identify electrons, information from several detec-
tor components was combined. The energy deposited in
the electromagnetic calorimeter had to be consistent with
the measured track momentum, and the specific ioniza-
tion (dE/dx) in the main drift chamber had to be con-
sistent with that expected for an electron. For dielectron
j/@ candidates, both electrons were required to project
into the barrel region of the calorimeter (!cos0! ( 0.7,
where 0 is the polar angle). For @' and y, events, we al-
lowed one electron to project into the expanded angular
range ! cos 8! ( 0.91. The tighter requirement for j/i/~
candidates was chosen because the efIiciency for identi-
fying electrons is better known in the barrel part of the
calorimeter than at the ends. The efBciency for detect-
ing and identifying electrons in this region is about 90%,
and the probability for a hadron to be misidentified as
an electron is approximately 0.3%.
Muons were identified by matching charged tracks to
hits in proportional tubes embedded in the steel hadron
absorber. At least one of the muons was required to
have penetrated five nuclear interaction lengths, while
the other was required to have penetrated three. The
eKciency for detecting 2.5 GeV/c muons that have passed
through five interaction lengths of material in the barrel
region is 94%. At this depth the probability for a hadron
to be misidentified as a muon is approximately 1%.
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FIG. 2. Mass distributions for (a) dielectrons and
(b) dimuons from B decays in CLED-II T(4S) data. The
fits are to Monte Carlo signal line shapes for J/g +X+I. —and
polynomial backgrounds.
contribution to the mass peak from continuum j/@ pro-
duction was determined using the data collected below
the T(4S) resonance. As has been previously reported
[12], there is continuum production of j/@ mesons, but
it is only evident for dilepton momenta above 2.0 GeV/c.
Figure 4 shows the dilepton mass spectra for the 0.53 fb
below-resonance data sample. The minimum momentum
requirement of 2.0 GeV/c and the continuum-suppressing
IV. B +Z/QX— '
The invariant mass distributions for dielectrons and
dimuons in our 1.12 fb i T(4S) data sample are shown
in Fig. 2. The background functions for both fits are
second-order polynomials. The j/@ signals were fitted
to histograms derived from a Monte Carlo simulation of
B~j/QX, j/@~e+e or @+p . Since the detection ef-
ficiency is potentially sensitive to the j/g momentum,
these Monte Carlo events were generated using an itera-
tive procedure to approximate the observed momentum
spectrum in data. This simulation included the efFects
of bremsstrahlung in the detector material and of final
state electromagnetic radiation in the j/g decay [18].
Figure 3 shows the dielectron and dimuon mass distribu-
tions, generated with and without final-state radiation.
Approximately 6% of the detected dimuon and 35% of
the detected dielectron j/@'s have masses between 2.50
and 3.05 GeV/c, more than 3o below the j/@ mass.
The results of the fits to the dilepton mass distributions
in Fig. 2 are signals for B~j/i/iX of 741+37 events in the
dielectron mode, and 748+32 events in the dimuon mode,
where the errors are statistical only. The background
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FIG. 3. Monte Carlo line shapes for (a) J/Q~e+e and
(b) J/Q —+p+p with and without final-state radiation. The
effect of bremsstrahlung in detector material is included in all
line shapes.
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The inclusive B +@-'X and BmX,X branching frac-
tions were measured with the full 2.02 fb T(4S) data
set. The additional 0.90 fb has not been studied as in-
tensively as the 1.12 fb used for the J/it measurement.
To establish that differences in efEciencies and other sys-
tematic e8'ects are not significant, we have compared the
inclusive J/@ yields. They agree to within one standard
deviation of the statistical error. On this basis we are
confident of the reliability of the full data sample for the
statistics-limited studies of decays to charmonium states
other than J/@.
We have measured B-meson decays to @' using two
decay channels. The analysis based on the dilepton de-
cay g'-+8+/ is very similar to the J/v/i study, but is
hampered by a much smaller leptonic branching frac-
tion. A second analysis, based on the hadronic tran-
sition g'~ J/fir+sr followed by the leptonic decay of
J/@, provides an independent measurement with differ-
ent systematic considerations. In the following sections
we describe these measurements separately and conclude
with a brief description of how they have been combined.
ing the decay chain i/i'~ J/@7r+7r, J/i/I~X+/ . The
product branching fraction for this process (32.4% for
i/i'm J/Jar+a, 12.0% for J/@ +—E+E [19]) is roughly a
factor of 2 greater than the @'—+E+E branching fraction.
This advantage is diminished by the inefficiencies asso-
ciated with reconstructing the two charged pions. The
overall efficiency for detecting @' mesons in this channel
is comparable to that of the dilepton measurement.
To search for g' decays in this mode we first selected
events where the J/@ candidates had an invariant mass
within two standard deviations (a = 15 MeV) of the
measured J/g mass. The width of the J/g was deter-
mined by fitting the data to the Crystal Ball function
[20], which provides an adequate description of the ra-
diative tail. The efliciency for J/@'s to satisfy the mass
criterion (including tracking and lepton identification) is
35'%%uo for dielectrons and 41% for dimuons. Note that we
allowed the second electron in the J/@ candidate to be
outside the barrel region of the detector.
Pion candidates were required to have specific ioniza-
tion within three standard deviations of the expected
value. Tracks that were identified as daughters of a K+
were vetoed. It has been shown that the m+vr invari-
ant mass spectrum from g' decays favors larger values
than would be expected from phase space (Fig. 7) [21].
We required the invariant mass of the dipion system to
The distributions of dielectron and dimuon invariant
masses in the @' region are shown in Fig. 6, both sep-
arately and combined. We determined the itI' yield by
fitting the distributions with Monte Carlo signal shapes
and polynomial backgrounds. We found signals of 68+17
dielectrons and 59+13 dimuons, where the errors are sta-
tistical only. The efficiency for detecting the @ is 59%
in both the dielectron and dimuon modes, significantly
higher than the corresponding efficiencies for J/g. The
higher dielectron eKciency results from using the end-cap
region of the calorimeter. The higher dimuon eKciency is
a consequence of the greater momentum of muons from
@' decay, which allows a larger fraction to penetrate the
iron absorber.
Using the Particle Data Group [19] branching frac-
tions for g'-+e+e and g'-+p+p of (0.88+0.13)%%uo and
(0.77+0.17)%, respectively, we find branching fractions
for B—+@'X of (0.31+0.08)% and (0.30+0.07)%. The
sources of systematic uncertainty are the same as for the
J/@, except that the error in the leptonic branching frac-
tion is much larger than for the J/g (15% for @'-+e+e
and 22'%%uo for g' —+p+ILI ), and is dominant. The error
in the efBciency for identifying both electrons increases
from 4% to 6% as a result of using the end-cap region
of the detector. We have combined the two modes with
weights given by the statistical and uncorrelated system-
atic errors. The resulting branching fraction for B~g'X
is (0.30+0.05+0.04)%%uo.
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be between 0.45 and 0.58 GeV/c . This cut has an effi-
ciency of (86+5)%%uo, while rejecting over half of all random
dip sons.
In Fig. 8 we present the distributions of the di8'er-
ence between the masses of reconstructed g' and J/@
candidates for dielectrons, dimuons, and both combined.
FIG. 7. The distribution of the the dipion mass for the
decay g'~J/gvr+Ir . The dashed line shows the spectrum
expected from phase space, while the points are the spectrum
measured by Mark III [21].
Using the mass diAerence reduces the eKect of the er-
ror in the j/g mass measurement. The data were fit-
ted to a second-order polynomial with a Monte Carlo
signal shape. We found signals of 48+10 in the dielec-
tron channel and 65+12 in the dimuon channel, where
the errors are statistical only. The eKciency for finding
@'~J/ger+sr in the dielectron mode is 17%, while for
the dimuon mode it is 20%. We find branching fractions
for BmQ'X of (0.35+0.07)% for the dielectron mode and
(0.39+0.07)% for the dimuon mode. The sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty include those for the B~J/@X mea-
surement as well as a 2%%uo error in the eKciency for finding
each pion track, a 2'%%uo error in the efficiency for iden-
tification for each pion, a 6% error in the eKciency of
the dipion mass requirement, and an 8% error in the
@'-+J/@sr+sr branching fraction. For the dielectron
mode, the error in the eKciency for identifying both lep-
tons is 6'%%up, since we include the end-cap region of the
detector.
The dielectron and dimuon modes have been combined,
weighted by the statistical and uncorrelated systematic
errors, to give a B to @' inclusive branching fraction of
(0.37+0.05+0.05)%%uo.
C. Combining the two B +Q'X m—odes
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Our two measurements of the branching &action for
B—+g'X are in goo'd agreement. Since the samples are
statistically independent they can be combined into a
single result. Using relative weights determined from the
statistical and uncorrelated systematic errors, we find the
branching fraction for B +g'X to be -(0.34+0.04+0.03)'%%uo.
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Inclusive y, events were reconstructed by combining
photons detected in the cesium iodide calorimeter with
any accompanying J/@ candidates. The observed distri-
bution of the mass difFerence between the y, and J/g
candidates was fitted to expectation for the decay chain
B~y X, y, ~J/Itp, J/vg~g+/ . We demanded the
mass of the J/g candidate for the y, search to be within
two standard deviations of the nominal J/Q mass, as was
done for the @'-+J/$7r+7i search.
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FIG. 8. Distributions of the diBerence between the
Ir+II and 8+X masses for (a) dielectrons, (b) dimuons,
and (c) the sum of dielectrons and dimuons. The fit is to a
Monte Carlo signal line shape for @'~J/@s+lr and a poly-
nomial background.
We selected photon candidates from showers in the ce-
sium iodide calorimeter with energies of at least 75 MeV.
We rejected showers that were matched to charged tracks
or were in the region of the end-cap calorimeter with in-
ferior resolution.
The largest background to the y, signal is due to ran-
dom combinations of photons from m 's with correctly
reconstructed J/@'s from B-meson decays. Monte Carlo
studies showed that the statistical significance of the
B~y X measurement is optimized by imposing stringent
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FIG. 9. Mass spectrum for diphotons with momenta be-
tween 0.4 and 0.8 GeV/c . Both photon candidates were re-
quired to be in the barrel region of the calorimeter. The fit
to the signal is with the Crystal Ball function [20].
FIG. 10. Mass-difference distribution for J/gp candidates,
with fit to B—+y zX Monte Carlo and polynomial background.
vr -suppression requirements. Therefore any candidate
photon which could be combined with another photon to
produce an effective mass near the vr mass was rejected.
The Monte Carlo stud. ies revealed that signal photons
were occasionally vetoed when they were combined with
a low-energy photon &om an uncorrelated 7r . The re-
duction of this effect was the primary motivation for the
75 Me V energy cut. If the invariant mass of a photon
pair was within a range of —5 to 3 standard deviations of
the measured vr mass, the photons were flagged as being
part of a m and were not used. The width of the m peak
was deterinined by fitting the diphoton mass plot (Fig. 9)
for different momentum intervals with the Crystal Ball
function [20]. This function adequately parametrizes the
long tail on the lower side, which results from photon
energy leaking out of the crystals and. the shower energy
being underestimated.
Further selection criteria were imposed on the remain-
ing showers. We required showers to be in the barrel re-
gion of the calorimeter (~ cos 8~ ( 0.7) and to have a shape
consistent with that expected for a photon. Finally, we
rejected showers that were within 9' of the intersection of
a charged track with the crystals, eliminating the debris
from charged particle interactions.
Monte Carlo studies showed that the remaining back-
ground consists predominantly of photons from unsup-
pressed m 's (73'%%uo), and photons from g decays (18%).
y i line shape was determined with the Monte Carlo
simulation. In this case we find 112+17 events. A bet-
ter fit is obtained by allowing for both the y, i and y, 2
(Fig. 11), with the mass difference between the y i and
y 2 fixed in the fit to the previously measured value of
(45.6 + 0.2) MeV [19]. We find the y, i signal to be un-
changed, 112+17 events, and also find 35+13 events in
the y 2 region. To help investigate the sensitivity of the
result to the functional form used to fit the background,
we also fitted with a second-order Chebychev polyno-
mial. In this case, the number of events in the y i peak
is 110+18, and the excess in the y 2 region is 37+14.
The world average branching fractions for y, i-+ J/Qp
and y,2~ J/Qp are (27.3+1.6)%%uo and (13.5+1.1)%, re-
spectively [19]. We would not expect to see y,o even
if it were produced, because the branching fraction for
y o-+ J/Qp is only (0.66+0.18)%. The efficiencies for de-
tecting y q and y 2 were both determined. from Monte
Carlo simulation to be 20%. We use the numbers from
the fit with the Monte Carlo background shape to de-
termine the branching fraction, and use the alternative
fit with the polynomial background to help assess the
systematic error. The branching fraction for 8—+y, iI
is (0.40+0.06+0.04)%. The dominant systematic errors
are associated with identifying the leptons and with the
g, i-+ J/gp branching fraction. The systematic error in
~ I I I I
I
I I I
I
I I I
I
I
0 Data
B. Fitting the mass difFerence
Since the background to the y signal comes mostly
from real J/g's combined with uncorrelated photons, a
Monte Carlo simulation should model the background
well. We verified this expectation by making various
combinations of Monte Carlo prediction and data pho-
tons with Monte Carlo prediction and data J/g candi-
dates. The magnitude of the background is simulated to
within one standard deviation by the J/g Monte Carlo
program, if one scales the Monte Carlo prediction to
the observed number of J/vP candidates plus the random
dilepton background within the J/g mass window.
Figure 10 shows a fit with only the y i allowed. The
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FIG. 11. Mass-difference distribution for J/gp candidates,
with 6t to B—+y zX and B~y 2X Monte Carlo and polyno-
mial background.
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the efficiency for identifying the photon is 2.5%. The up-
per limit for the B—+X,2X branching fraction is 0.38% at
90% confidence level. If we interpret the excess in the
y 2 signal region of the mass difference plot as B—+y 2X,
we find a branching fraction of (0.25+0.10+0.03)%.
VII. MOMENTUM SPECTRUM OF J/Q, Q'
AND y~g FROM B DECAY
The momentum spectrum of the inclusive J/Q's was
measured by dividing the candidate sample into momen-
tum bins of 100 MeV/c between 0 and 2 GeV/c. Each
of the resulting dielectron and dimuon mass distributions
was fitted to determine the J/v/i yield in that bin, which
was then corrected for that bin's eKciency. The resulting
momentum distribution is shown in Fig. 12.
In Fig. 13 the J/@ momentum spectrum is again
shown, this time overlaid with the expected contributions
from the exclusive modes B +J/gK-and B~J/@K* [14],
and from the feed-down modes B +X,X, X-,~J/@p, and
B—+@'X, @'—i J/@sr+or . Each contribution is norinal-
ized to the corresponding CLEO-II measured branch-
ing fraction. The momentum spectra for the feed-down
modes are from Monte Carlo simulations. The sum of
the known contributions is also shown. The di8'erence
between this sum and the measured momentum spec-
trum of the J/g's suggests a sizable contribution from
higher K* resonances or nonresonant multiparticle 6nal
states.
For comparison with theory it is more interesting to
measure the momentum spectra for direct production of
charmonium in B decays. Shown in Fig. 14 is the J/@
momentum spectrum with the expected contributions
from the feed-down modes B—i@'X and B +X,X -sub-
tracted. We have also measured the momentum distribu-
tion of inclusively produced Q"s, which are all believed to
be directly produced. In this case, the momentum spec-
trum for each of the two @' decay modes was obtained
by separately fitting the data in 200 MeV/c momentum
bins. The momentum spectra for the two modes were
combined with the same weights as were used to com-
bine the two branching fractions. The resulting inclusive
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FIG. 13. Momentum spectrum for inclusive J/@ produc-
tion from B decays, overlaid with the expected momentum
spectra for the exclusive processes B~J/gK and B~J/gK*,
as well as the feed down from B~Q'X and B~y,X.
VIII. B—+vycX
We have also searched for the decay B-+g X. The
rk is more difficult to detect than the J/g meson as it
lacks a single decay channel with both a sizable branch-
@' spectrum is shown in Fig. 15. The momentum distri-
bution for y i was similarly determined by subdividing
the J/@p sample into momentum bins which were fitted
separately. The resulting spectrum, which is shown in
Fig. 16, is not as well measured, but appears to be quite
similar to the J/v// and @' momentum spectra. In all cases
there is significant low-momentum charrnonium produc-
tion, suggesting a sizable component of decays with three
or more particles in the final state.
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FIG. 12. Momentum spectrum for inclusive J/Q produc-
tion from B decays.
FIG. 14. Momentum spectrum for inclusive J/g produc-
tion from 8 decays, with the expected contributions from
B—+g'X, Q' —+J/vPm+vr and B +y, X, y, m J/Qp —subtracted.
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from B decays.
ing ratio and manageable backgrounds. We searched for
the decay t/, —+PP with P-+K+K . This channel has
enough distinctive features to allow for eKcient suppres-
sion of background, but has a branching &action of only
(0.71+0.28)% [19].
All four kaon tracks were required to be well mea-
sured and to originate from the interaction point. To
select pairs of kaons, with good suppression of the more
abundant pions, we computed a combined likelihood us-
ing the dE/dx and time-of-fiight measurements for both
tracks forming a P candidate. We required the kaon like-
lihood of the tracks to be greater than 5%. The invariant
masses of both P candidates were combined into a y us-
ing the measured mass and resolution (2.7 MeV rms) for
P mesons. Combinations with y ) 10 were rejected.
We searched for the signal in the invariant mass dis-
tribution of the two P's. The t/, mass resolution was de-
termined by Monte Carlo simulation to be 7 MeV. (The
tk natural width is 10+s'4 MeV [19].) A new measure-
ment of the t/, mass from E760 ( „m=2989.9+2.2+0.4
MeV) [22] is sigiuficantly higher than the value com-
piled by the PDG (m„,=2978.8+1.9 MeV). We define
the signal region to be the interval 2960 to 3010 MeV,
which accommodates the uncertainty in the g mass. For
each g candidate, we imposed a maximum momentum
requirement of 2 GeV/c, which is the largest momen-
tum allowed for g, mesons produced in B-meson decays.
To suppress backgrounds from continuum production of
P-meson pairs we required R2 ( 0.3 [17]. Additional
suppression of background was achieved by a spin-parity
analysis using the distribution of the angle y between
the two P decay planes in the PP rest frame. For the
pseudoscalar g decaying into two vector mesons the y
distribution is proportional to 1 —cos(2y) [23]. Our re-
quirement of y ) 45 is 82% efficient for signal and re-
duces the background, expected to be Bat, by a factor of
two.
We show the result in Fig. 17(a), where we plot the
invariant mass distribution of the final PP sample. There
are eight candidate events in the signal region. The back-
ground in this region is mainly due to random combina-
tions when both B mesons in the event produce a P. The
number of background events in the signal region was es-
timated by fitting the PP mass distribution with difFerent
functions (first- and second-order Chebychev polynomi-
als and exponentials) with the signal region excluded. As
a check we also fitted the y ( 45 sample. We estimate
7.2+1.0 background events in the signal region. Using
the prescription of the PDG [19] for the case of Poisson
processes with background we obtain an upper limit of
less than 6.6 signal events at 90% confidence level. In
Fig. 17(b) we show the expected signal distribution from
a Monte Carlo simulation. Prom this distribution we de-
termine the efficiency for detecting the q, to be 15.5%.
The systematic error on the signal efBciency consists of
a 2% error in the eKciency for finding each kaon track;
an 11.5% error from the kaon identification, which has
been determined using data; a 5% error accounting for
possible variations in the t/ momentum spectrum (we as-
sumed a shape similar to the J/g momentum spectrum);
and a 4.5% error from Monte Carlo statistics. The error
in the number of background events in the signal region
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FIG. 16. Momentum spectrum for inclusive y q production
from B decays.
FIG. 17. Mass distributions for PP candidates in (a) T(4S)
data and (b) a Monte Carlo simulation of B +r/, X. — '
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TABLE II. Inclusive B~Charmonium + X. For g, and
y, 2 the limits are at the 90'% con6dence level.
Charmonium Yield Branching fraction (%%up) PDG ('%%up)
Qc &6.6
J/g 1455+52
@'ml+f, 127+21
v/r' —+J/Qvr+m 113+16
@' combined
peg 112+17
+c2 35+ 13
(0.9
1.12+0.04+0.06
0.30+0.05+0.04
0.37+0.05+0.05
0.34+0.04+0.03
0.40+0.06+0.04
(0.38
1.30+0.17
0.46+0.20
contributes a 10'% uncertainty in the upper limit and is
included in the total systematic error. The total system-
atic error, however, is dominated by the 40%%up uncertainty
in the branching fraction 8(rl, ~gg).
Using the intermediate branching &actions for iI,—+pp
(0.71+0.28)% and for /~K+K (49.1+0.8)'%%up, as well as
the signal efBciency and the number of B mesons in our
data sample, we derive an upper limit on the branching
ratio B(B +rl, A) of-0.9'%%up at 90% confidence level. The
total relative systematic error of 44% has been incorpo-
rated by increasing the upper limit by 1.28 times the
error itself.
than the ARGUS measurement. It is 2.2 standard devia-
tions lower than the L3 measurement of (2.4+0.9+0.2)%%up
[24]. It is consistent with a preliminary CLEO-II mea-
surement (0.54+0.15+0.09)% [12], which was based on
the first 30% of the data sample used for this analysis.
The y, 2 measurement is 2.5 standard deviations in sta-
tistical significance.
The measured branching fraction for B-+J/gX is com-
posed of two parts: "direct" production, and "feed
down" &om charmonium modes, such as BwQ'X,
@'-+ J/@vr +sr . To obtain the direct rate for comparison
with theoretical predictions, we need to correct the in-
clusive branching fraction for the feed-down component.
Assuming that all the feed down comes &om @' and X„
we find the direct branching &action to be (0.80+0.08)%%up
(Table III). The 8~X,i% branching fraction must also
be adjusted slightly for feed down from g"s. We assume
that the direct branching f'raction for B-+g'X is equal to
the measured branching &action since there is no known
feed-down mechanism for g' production. (Charmonium
states with masses above the g' are above the threshold
for DD meson production and decay almost exclusively
through that mode. )
The upper limit on the branching fraction for Bmg X
of 0.9'%%up (90'%%up confidence level) is the first search for 8 to
charmonium decays using a decay mode with neither a
J/Q or g'.
IX. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table II summarizes our inclusive measurements and,
for comparison, presents the corresponding values com-
piled by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [19]. Our result
for the B ~ J/gA branching fraction is consistent with
the previous determination, and the error has been re-
duced by a factor of 2.4. The new measurement for the
branching fraction for 8 —+ vP'X is also consistent with
the PDG value, and in this case the precision has been
improved by a factor of 4.
ARGUS has reported a B—+y,qX branching fraction of
(1.05+0.35+0.25)%%up [13]. Their study did not have suf-
ficient energy resolution to distinguish a.y z signal &om
possible y ~ production. On theoretical grounds they as-
sumed. that their signal was entirely B—+y zX. The new
CI EO-II measurement is 1.5 standard deviations lower
X. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL
PREDICTIONS
The basic interaction Hamiltonian for charmonium
production in B-meson decay is
II, k — V,sV*,(sc)(cb).
2
For the decay of B mesons to charmonium states, the
c from the TV must combine with the c from the b
[Fig. 1(b)]. For this internal spectator diagram, the c-
quark color must match the c-quark color to form a color
singlet meson state. Naively, the requirement of color
matching introduces a factor of one-third in the ampli-
tude for the internal spectator decay. This lead. s to a pre-
dicted rate for the B-meson decay to charmonium which
TABLE III. Calculation of direct branching fractions for B +J/@X and B~X—,iX
Decay mode
B +J/@X-
B—+y gX
B+y 2X
Bwana'X
B~J/gX (direct)
x.i ~J/@v
X.2~J/A
vP' +J/@X-
27.3+1.6
13.5+1.1
57+4
Feed-down
mode BF ('%%up) [19]
Measured
BF ('Fo)
1.12+0.04+0.06
0.40+0.06+0.04
0.25+0.10+0.03
0.34+0.04+0.03
Contribution
to /JQ( )%%up
1.12+0.07
0.10+0.02
0.03+0.01
0.19+0.03
0.80+0.08
B—+y, j X
Bmg'X
B+X~iX (direct)
0'~x.i& 8.7+0.8
0.40+0.06+0.04
0.34+0.04+0.03
0.40+0.07
0.03+0.01
0.37+0.07
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—B~+
(ii (M2 ) l (3s—2raf)~(v)=I ' ()
where p = —2p+ —2, ny is the number of contributing
quark fiavors (expected to be five for B-meson decay),
and p is usually taken to be m&2.
To find the contribution of the cq term to charmonium
production one performs a Fierz transformation:
(c b )(sbcs) = s(s b )(cycle) + 2(sA;b)(cA;c), (5)
where A; are SU(3) color matrices and the subscript ex-
plicitly keeps track of the color [3]. The Hamiltonian
becomes
1+—ci (p) (BA '6) (cA 'c) (6)
is one-ninth of that expected without accounting for color
[3,25].
Virtual gluon interactions can take place between the
quarks, leading to additional Feynman diagrams. The
virtual gluons can "rearrange" the final state quarks,
swapping the c created when the b decays with the s
produced in the TV decay. The gluon interactions lead
to an additional term in the interaction Hamiltonian with
the quark pairings (sb) and (cc):
GII.ir,.t;„, — V bV: [ci (p) (sc) (cb) + cz (&)(cc)(sb)] .
2
(2)
The "Wilson" coefficients ci(p) and c2(p) which enter
the Hamiltonian can be calculated from /CD [26]:
c+(V) = ci(S) +c2(V)
Ref. [4] and using the values ci —1.13 and c2 ——0.29,
which include next-to-leading log corrections [28], and a b
mass of 5.0 GeV/c2, we find the prediction for the direct
branching &action for B~J/QX to be 0.10%%uo. However,
if one replaces ( s ci+cz) by the measured value of a2 &om
exclusive decays (0.23+0.01+0.01 [31]) then one predicts
the direct branching &action for B~J/vPX to be 0.75'%%uo,
in good agreement with our measured value.
The success of using a2 in this way prompts us to ex-
amine the predictions of Bodwin et a/. for y q production
[4]. While y, i can be produced by both the color-singlet
and color-octet mechanisms, y, 2 can only be produced
via the octet mechanism. The difference in the predicted
y ~ branching &action &om the color-singlet term and
our measured branching &action gives a measure of color-
octet production. Bodwin et al. predict the ratio of y 2
production to y, q production to be 1.3:1.0. Following
their method, but with the values of c~, c2, and the b mass
given above, and using the branching &action for y ~ pre-
sented here, we find that the ratio should. be 1.6:1.0. This
leads to a predicted branching &action for B-+y,2X of
(0.56+0.15)%, where the error is limited to the experi-
mental error of the inputs. This prediction is somewhat
larger than our 90'%%uo confidence level upper limit on the
B~g,2X branching &action (Table II). They have as-
sumed N~ ——3, implying a very small. contribution &om
the color-singlet mode, and therefore that the major con-
tribution to the B—+y qX branching &action is the color-
octet mechanism. When we replace (sci + c2) by a2,
the predicted color-singlet contribution to y, q production
is 0.19'%%uo, leaving 0.18%%uo for the color octet co-ntribution.
This leads to a prediction for the direct B+y,2X branch-
ing fraction of (0.30+0.11)%. This number is in good
agreement with the branching &action of (0.25+0.10)%
we obtain if we assume the marginal y 2 signal is real.
The limit on the branching &action for B~g,X of 0.9%'
is a factor of 2 to 4 above the expected theoretical branch-
ing fraction [3,32,33].
The first part of Eq. (6) transforms as a color singlet.
Prom conservation laws this singlet part contributes to
the formation of the J/@, @', y, i, and g, states. The
second part of Eq. (6) transforms as a color octet. As
pointed out by Bodwin et al. , the octet part can con-
tribute to the formation of y,o, y, i, y,2, and h, states [4].
The 3 in the singlet part reflects color suppression. If the
s is replaced by 1/N~ then the coefficient of the color sin-
glet part is equivalent to the a2 term in the factorization
model of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel for exclusive decays
[27]. The difference between 1/Nc and s parametrizes
the nonfactorizable contributions to B-meson decay [28].
The difBculty of calculating absolute branching &ac-
tions for hadronic decays is demonstrated by the spread
of values calculated by theorists following similar recipes.
Predicted branching &actions for direct B~J/gX range
f'rom 0.2% to 2.0%%uo, depending on the value selected for
a, (on which the Wilson coefficients ci and c2 depend)
and the magnitude of the color suppression (the 1/Nc,
coefficient) assumed [3,4,25,29,30]. With the number of
colors set to three, the contributions of c~ and c2 almost
cancel in the color-singlet term. Following the method of
XI. SUMMARY
We have reported a number of improved measure-
ments of B-meson decays to final states with char-
monium mesons. In particular we find inclusive
branching &actions of (1.12+0.04+0.06)% for B +J/@X, -
(0.34+0.04+0.03) '%%uo for 8m@'X, and (0.40+0.06+0.04) '%%uo
for B~y qX. We also find some indication of the inclu-
sive production of y,2. A thorough analysis of J/@ mo-
mentum spectrum in B-meson decay has been presented,
as have first ineasurements of the inclusive @' and y, i
momentum spectra. We set an upper limit for Bmg X
of 0.9'%%up at the 90%%up confidence level.
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